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Abstract

The 2016 presidential election caused debate over the propriety of retiree endorsements. The debate has occurred every election cycle since at least 1992. The trend toward partisan advocacy in retired senior flag officers threatens the apolitical nature of the U.S. military profession. Past efforts to end retiree endorsements failed due to complacency, key leaders opposing change or remaining silent, and the failure of those seeking change to develop and communicate an effective vision and strategy. Absent a new approach, the increasingly disturbing trend of retiree endorsements will continue. The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS), as the steward of the military profession, joined by other senior military leaders and key stakeholders beyond the active duty military, must engage in a deliberate, continuous, and holistic effort to change military culture and establish the norm that retired military personnel refrain from partisan campaigning. By developing and communicating an effective vision for change, the CJCS can guide military professionals to promote the military’s apolitical nature, foster healthy civil-military relations, and preserve the military’s trust with civilian leadership and the public.
Curbing the Trend of Retired General/Flag Officer Political Endorsements

While the public knows there is a legal distinction between the active duty and retired officer’s right to speak out publicly, when the retired officer does so in . . . partisan debate, . . . his argument takes on political taint—and, to a degree, the military’s purity as a whole is diminished.

—General (Ret.) Charles C. Boyd

During the highly contested 2016 U.S. presidential election, retired General John Allen and retired Lieutenant General Michael Flynn supported the Democratic and Republican National Conventions (DNC and RNC), respectively, with ringing endorsements for their party’s presidential candidate. These recently retired general officers, and the objects of their endorsement, parlayed their military experience, rank, and association with active duty military to influence the election of the President of the United States.

Generals Allen and Flynns’ endorsements, and General (Ret.) Martin Dempsey’s immediate rebuke, sparked a national debate about the proper role of retired General Officer/Flag Officers (GO/FO) in partisan politics. Positions on political endorsements ranged from support for full participation of retired GO/FOs in the political process to abstention of retired GO/FOs from partisan politics, including political endorsements. Those advocating for retiree endorsements cite civic duties and First Amendment rights, whereas those condemning the practice indicate the negative impacts of retiree behavior on the active military. General Dempsey, for example, stated that “Generals and admirals are generals and admirals for life.” As Steve Corbett and Michael J. Davidson noted, no consensus on the right answer exists among retired general officers, the active duty military, and the public, leaving it up to the individual retired
officer to make a moral decision regarding the permissible extent of participation in partisan politics, including political endorsements. Does the current trend toward partisan advocacy in retired senior flag officer ranks threaten the apolitical nature and status of the U.S. military profession? If so, what steps can be taken to mitigate the negative effects of that trend? This paper proposes that to curb the problematic trend of retired GO/FOs providing political endorsements, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS), joined by other senior military leaders and key stakeholders beyond the active duty military, must engage in a deliberate, continuous, and holistic effort to change military culture and establish the norm that retired military personnel refrain from partisan campaigning.

The paper first details the renewed debate on retired GO/FO partisan politics resulting from the 2016 presidential election campaign, including a brief review of the rising trend of endorsement activity. Next, the paper describes why retiree endorsements are problematic in the context of civil-military relations and the military as a profession. Then, using concepts from leadership and organizational culture theories, the paper analyzes past efforts to combat the recent trend in military endorsements and why they have been unsuccessful. Next, the paper discusses potential changes to law and regulations to reduce retired GO/FO endorsements or mitigate the negative effects, concluding that such measures are not suitable to address this problem. Finally, the paper presents a course of action for the military to effect lasting change to its culture to curb problematic GO/FO retiree political endorsements.

The Renewed Debate

In the 2016 presidential election, retired GO/FOs continued the disturbing trend, which retired Colonel Matthew Moten noted began in 1988, of presidential campaign
political endorsements. Retired Generals Allen and Flynn's speaking engagements at the DNC and RNC were arguably the most visible military endorsements of the 2016 campaign. In addition to having senior retired military officers provide endorsements at the respective national conventions, both presidential candidates rolled out lists of retired GO/FOs endorsements. Among other endorsements, General Allen appeared in an advertisement for Secretary Hillary Clinton, which opened with a still shot of General Allen in his military uniform, and General Flynn avidly campaigned for Donald Trump.

Senior retired military officers, academics, and journalists criticized Allen and Flynn for their political endorsements, characterizing these retired general officers' behavior as violating the military profession, being contrary to healthy civil-military relations, and undermining the trust the United States has in the military. Both Generals Allen and Flynn defended their respective endorsements. As part of his announcement declaring his endorsement of Secretary Clinton, General Allen stated that he "had stayed out of the political arena [his] entire adult life, but given the complexities of issues facing our country today and its longtime allies, [he] felt compelled to speak up and be heard." General Flynn stated he felt "obligated [to support Mr. Trump] because of [his] service to this country, because of the experience that [he has], the relationships that [he has, and] that [he] can continue to help his country."

The debate about whether partisan political behavior of retired military officers is proper is not new. Arguments over the propriety of retired GO/FO endorsements of political candidates have occurred in each presidential election, to a greater or lesser extent, since 1992. Academic experts in the field of civil-military relations, high ranking
retired military personnel, and more recently, high ranking active duty personnel, have voiced their opposition to the practice, with no apparent lasting effect on those retirees intent on partisan endorsement.\textsuperscript{15} James Golby, Kyle Dropp, and Peter Feaver offered clear recommendations to reverse the trend based on their analysis of retiree endorsement activity in the 2012 election. However, GO/FOs continued to ignore this advice in the 2016 election along with the guidance of two of the last three CJCSs.\textsuperscript{16}

The Problems of Endorsements

Numerous senior military leaders, academics, and journalists have captured the troubling problems that retired general officers and admirals have caused by endorsing political candidates. Military historian and civil military relations expert Richard Kohn argued that retired GO/FOs “never really ‘retire,’ but . . . embody the core culture and collectively represent the military community as authoritatively as the active-duty leadership.”\textsuperscript{17} Kohn noted that the association of a retired political spokesman with the active service risks politicizing the military. Kohn argued that politicization of the military runs the risk of the public perceiving the military as just another interest group, undermining the trust the military enjoys “as a neutral instrument of the state and the embodiment of the nation.”\textsuperscript{18}

Kohn also observed that retiree endorsements risk healthy civil-military relations because “partisanship . . . poison[s] the relationship between the president and uniformed leadership.”\textsuperscript{19} As Kohn noted, the President and senior civilian leaders may be cautious with senior military leaders out of concern for what that senior military leader may say or do post-military service.\textsuperscript{20} In a general admonishment of retired GO/FOs who give political endorsements, Kohn warned that “these officers must recognize the corrosive effects on military professionalism and the threat to the military
establishment’s relationship with Congress, the executive branch, and the American people that such partisan behavior has.”

Retiree endorsements and the concurrent debate of them in the 2016 presidential election raised additional problems. Following his election, President Trump appointed retired LTG Michael Flynn as his National Security Advisor (NSA). At a minimum, Flynn’s appointment created the perception that he used his military rank and experience for personal gain. Professor Don Snider, an ethics professor at the U.S. Army War College, observed another significant issue with the 2016 presidential election endorsements. Snider recognized the problematic impression upon junior professionals of having one of their “esteemed leaders—Allen--used as a pawn in a political campaign.” Snider noted, “As this campaign proceeds and these events fade, the junior professionals will come to see clearly that, for the presidential candidates, winning the weekend news cycle, not the partisan advocacy of the generals, was the real prize.” Additionally, Snider stated that junior professionals may lose trust in their military leadership when they see retired GO/FOs take actions contrary to the military profession. Snider also noted that the diametrically opposed arguments of Generals Flynn and Allen versus Dempsey over appropriate behavior of retired military personnel may confuse junior professionals.

As a senior active duty military member, I am greatly concerned about the retiree endorsement trend, particularly the negative impacts upon junior professionals to whom Professor Snider refers. To put my comments in perspective, I am a service academy graduate with over twenty-four years of active-duty service. I served in the command of one of the retired general officers who publicly endorsed one of the 2016 presidential
election candidates, who I continue to admire greatly as a military leader. Until this
election cycle, I was unaware that retired GO/FOs had previously endorsed political
candidates. Based upon my socialization, frame of reference, and internalization of
Army values, I believe military retiree political endorsements clearly violate the apolitical
norm of military professionalism. It is important to note that Army Doctrine Reference
Publication-1 (ADRP-1) published in 2013 includes retired military as members of the
military profession.26 I took for granted that retired general officers recognized they still
represented the military, a fact they cannot disclaim, and therefore would withhold
public comments about political candidates for the greater good of preserving the merits
of an apolitical military.

In addition to the valid arguments of General Dempsey and Professors Kohn and
Snider, GO/FO retiree endorsements are problematic because these retired GO/FOs
presume they can speak on behalf of active duty military members. Active duty military
members, however, may not want to be associated with partisan political activity,
particularly criticism of the President or potential President. As Golby, Dropp, and
Feaver noted, political candidates seek endorsements from retired GO/FOs for the very
purpose that in the eyes of the public, retired GO/FOs represent the perspective of the
military.27 The intention of the retired GO/FO is irrelevant; how the public perceives the
retired GO/FO’s status and/or relation to the military is beyond the GO/FO’s control.

Consequently, Golby, Dropp, and Feaver noted that retired GO/FOs will endorse
political candidates and members of the public will presume that active military
members agree with that GO/FO’s political position. Because active members of the
military are prohibited, and rightly so, from commenting publicly on political matters,
active military members cannot defend themselves against perceptions that they support candidates or issues with which they may personally disagree. Unintentionally, when endorsing political candidates, retired GO/FOs take advantage of the apolitical norm that active duty service members observe.

The current trend toward partisan advocacy in retired senior flag officer ranks, which threatens the apolitical nature and status of the U.S. military profession, is likely to continue in the future. As Professor Marybeth Ulrich of the U.S. Army War College noted, the number of retired GO/FO political endorsements in 2016 showed a downward trend from 2012. However, this may be due to the nature of the Trump candidacy, which spawned a “Never Trump” movement within the Republican Party, which usually unifies around its nominee. Golby, Dropp, and Feaver observed that political candidates’ incentive to compete for the support of the military as a highly trusted military institution is likely to remain strong.

Moten argued that retiree endorsements for this year’s presidential election were more problematic in both degree and substance than in past years. “[In 2016] some [retired officers] crossed another red line. Both campaigns now have retired officers regularly acting as surrogates for the candidates, giving speeches and appearing on television and radio. And the more they talk, the shriller they sound.” Lieutenant General Flynn’s appointment as NSA as a reward for endorsing presidential candidate Trump can only serve to inspire other retired senior officers to hitch their stars to political candidates in hopes of gaining prominent senior positions in government. The question, then, is what steps can be taken now to either eliminate or mitigate the negative effects of this trend?
Failure of Past Action

Though laudable, prior efforts to end GO/FO retiree political endorsements, as Dan Lamothe noted, failed to create lasting change. Organizational culture and behavior theory can help identify the problems with past change efforts and assist with crafting a successful course of action. In Leading Change, leadership expert John P. Kotter presented a model for organizational change, identifying common errors organizations seeking change have made and proposing a process for achieving success.

The lack of a sense of urgency among senior military leaders to address the problem is a significant reason for the failure to curb retiree political endorsements. Kotter referred to this error in seeking organizational change as “allowing too much complacency.” As Golby, Dropp, and Feaver noted, General Dempsey and Admiral Mullen’s condemnations of the practice stand in stark contrast to their predecessors’ participation in political endorsements. Furthermore, Lamothe noted that the current CJCS, General Joseph Dunford, “has declined to express an opinion” on the propriety of retiree endorsements. However, General Dempsey and Admiral Mullen’s efforts lacked the frequency, visibility, consistency, and clarity to effect lasting change. The opposing positions of retired senior leaders, combined with the lack of supporting statements from other key stakeholders inside and outside the military, characterized General Dempsey and Admiral Mullen’s positions as opinions as opposed to mandates for change.

The previous paragraph alludes to another significant problem with the effort to end partisan retiree behavior: the lack of buy-in of key stakeholders. Kotter referred to this as “failing to create a sufficiently powerful guiding coalition.” To date, key
stakeholders, including active duty military, retired military, and civilian leadership, have failed to join together in any concerted effort or movement necessary to lead change in what certain retired GO/FOs consider acceptable partisan political behavior.\textsuperscript{39} As Kotter stated, “individuals alone, no matter how competent or charismatic, never have all the assets needed to overcome tradition and inertia except in very small organizations.”\textsuperscript{40} The fact that no joint or service doctrine other than the Army’s \textit{ADRP-1} recognizes retirees as members of the military profession is evidence of the current lack of stakeholder buy-in.\textsuperscript{41}

Changing the behavior/minds of retired GO/FOs intent on engaging in political endorsements is an extremely difficult undertaking.\textsuperscript{42} These individuals are officers who have risen to the heights of their profession through decades of service. Upon retirement, they undoubtedly feel committed to continued service to the nation and the preservation of fundamental rights. These officers have grown up in a military that did not advocate restricting the political behavior of its retired members, and as Ulrich noted, only recently has the Army formally extended the concept of the military profession to retired members.\textsuperscript{43}

Retired General Charles Krulak, for example, condemned arguments for limitations on retiree political activity in 2000 as “an insult to [those who served in the military],” stating that military members “not only [fight] for our own First Amendment rights and the right to vote, but defend those same rights for our fellow citizens.”\textsuperscript{44} Former CJCS retired General John Shalikashvili, responding in 2004 to criticism of retiree partisan endorsements, stated that “[upon retirement, generals] share the same responsibility as . . . the rest of America to participate responsibly in the political process
. . . [which] is a responsibility to our nation that is both honorable and consistent with their military service."45 As Leo Shane III observed, retired Generals Allen and Flynn defended their 2016 endorsements as “a defense of national security.”46

In addition to the noble reasons retired GO/FOs who engage in partisan political activity have articulated, current retirees have seen their fellow generals and admirals endorse political candidates for decades.47 Further critically undermining any effort to change retiree behavior is the fact that many former CJCSs, including retired Generals Powell and Shalikashvili and retired Admiral William Crowe, have participated in this activity.48 Consequently, any effort pushing for retirees to refrain from endorsing political candidates requires a strong consensus of institutional leaders pushing for change, which has yet to develop.

The need for consensus among key stakeholders to push for a change in retiree behavior begs central questions to solving the retiree endorsement problem: who should lead this effort, and who is the target audience for change? To answer these questions, one must focus correctly upon what the debate over retiree activity is truly about. Scholars such as retired LTG David Barno, Nora Bensahel, and Ulrich have focused on the establishment and preservation of the norms of the military profession.49 Furthermore, as Kori Schake argues given the potential damage to the military profession that retiree political endorsements can cause, the active duty military has the greatest interest in curbing retired GO/FO political endorsements.50 The views of senior civilian leaders are important on this issue, but as Schake noted, positive public perceptions make “it easy to see why politicians want to wrap themselves in the public
adulation of the military.”51 This, however, does not mitigate the civilians’ responsibility to oversee the profession.

Opinions of retired military members are also critical to this effort, but retirees lack the organization, authority, and hierarchy to create lasting change across the military profession. Further, as Barno and Bensahel noted, “[I]t is too late to try to instill proper norms of civil-military conduct once these senior officers have already retired. The military must set expectations early, while generals and admirals are still serving on active duty, to create a lasting change in behavior.”52 Consequently, the CJCS, as the senior active duty service member and acknowledged senior steward of the military profession, must lead this change effort and encourage the service chiefs to back him up.53

Additional errors in the effort to create lasting change in retiree behavior include the failure of proponents of change to establish and communicate a “sensible vision” as a vehicle for change. As Kotter noted, a “sensible vision” plays a “key role in producing useful change by helping to direct, align, and inspire actions on the part of large numbers of people.”54 “Vision,” Kotter described, “refers to a picture of the future with some implicit or explicit commentary on why people should strive to create that future.”55 “A good vision,” Kotter continued, “[clarifies] the general direction for change, . . . motivates people to take action in the right direction, . . . and helps coordinate the actions of different people.”56

Key leaders critical of retiree political endorsements have not articulated a “vision” for change, per se. However, analysis of the positions Admiral Mullen and General Dempsey have taken as CJCSs and how they fell short in Kotter’s concept of
“vision” is instructive to an overall solution to the retiree endorsement problem. As described previously, the CJCS is the necessary lead agent to change the norm concerning retiree partisan political behavior, targeting active duty and retired members of the military profession. To their great credit, both Admiral Mullen and General Dempsey identified the serious negative implications that retiree political endorsements have for the military profession, and they saw it as their role, actual or implied, to protect the military profession by addressing this behavior. Neither officer, however, effectively articulated a position to change the expected behavior of retirees concerning partisan political activity.

In 2008, Admiral Mullen was the first senior active duty military member to speak out against retired GO/FO partisan activity. Admiral Mullen repeatedly voiced his reservations, even convening a conference on military professionalism at the National Defense University in January 2011 to address myriad concerns about the profession, including “active campaigning for Presidential candidates by retired flag officers.” But Admiral Mullen’s position on retired GO/FO political endorsements at that time, as reported in some venues, was more implied than explicit, leaving room for misunderstanding. For example, when discussing retired military personnel political behavior at a media roundtable in 2008, Admiral Mullen stated,

Certainly, any retired individual from the military, if they’re American citizens they’re certainly free to both express their views and also align themselves with who they want to politically. I, quite frankly, worry sometimes that those views actually do potentially impact on – as – or get stated as views that are supported by the military, by the active-duty military, but certainly their right to do so is nothing I question.
Admiral Mullen’s statement was not an explicit condemnation of retired GO/FO endorsements and the damage they cause the military profession. The lack of clarity fails to paint a clear “picture of the future” or “clarify the general direction for change.”

Upon succeeding Admiral Mullen as CJCS, General Dempsey consistently spoke out against retired senior officer endorsements. For example, in 2012, in a short Department of Defense (DOD) article entitled “Chairman’s Corner: Civil-Military Relations and the Profession of Arms,” General Dempsey stated that

former and retired service members, especially Generals and Admirals, are connected to military service for life. When the title or uniform is used for partisan purposes, it can erode the trust relationship. We must all be conscious of this, or we risk adversely affecting the very profession to which we dedicated most of our adult lives.

This apparently straightforward statement, however, lacks clarity in two important aspects. First, one can interpret the statement to mean that retired GO/FO officers who mistakenly believe that if they refer to themselves as “retired” and conduct their endorsement activity in civilian clothing, then the behavior is acceptable. Second, one could interpret General Dempsey’s DOD statement as extending to prohibiting retired senior military officers from running for political office. Both arguments are commonly made in support of retiree endorsements.

General Dempsey has addressed these arguments in other venues, such as in a 2012 Question and Answer session with the Atlantic Council. By omitting them from his high-profile DOD statement, however, General Dempsey risked communicating less than his complete message to his target audience who may be unaware of General Dempsey’s other statements on his position. Similar to Admiral Mullen, General Dempsey’s DOD statement, to the extent it characterized his vision for necessary
change, failed to paint a “clear picture of the future” or “clarify the future direction for change.”

Even if Admiral Mullen or General Dempsey effectively communicated a “sensible vision,” the “under communication” of that vision is another Kotter error that hindered change of retired partisan behavior. Kotter noted that for a vision to succeed, the proponent for change must communicate the vision frequently, other key leaders must support and repeat the vision, and “highly visible individuals [must not behave] in ways that are antithetical to the vision.”

Predictably, the debate over the propriety of retiree partisan behavior tends to coincide with the presidential election cycle. The lack of frequency of the debate over proper retiree political norms and associated advocacy for change to retiree behavior undoubtedly serves to preserve the status quo. More significant to the failure of Admiral Mullen and General Dempsey’s message to take root, however, is the action or inaction of other key leaders. As previously discussed, other key leaders, such as the service chiefs, Combatant Commanders, and senior civilian leaders, did not appear to assist Admiral Mullen or General Dempsey by further communicating their messages. Furthermore, the actions of former CJCSs, by endorsing candidates themselves in retirement, severely undermine any message of the active CJCS. “Without credible communication, and a lot of it,” Kotter warned, “employees’ hearts and minds are never captured.”

Another aspect of past failure to communicate a vision for change is the lack of support for the messages of past CJCSs in concurrent guidance published on acceptable political behavior and military professionalism (with the notable exception of
For example, the Department of Defense Directive (DODD) on political behavior, *DODD 1344.10*, Political Activities by Members of the Armed Forces, does not comport explicitly with Admiral Mullen and General Dempsey’s position on retired GO/FO political endorsements, nor does the 2016 DOD Standards of Conduct Office (SOCO) guidance on acceptable political behavior. A formalized set of accepted behavioral norms for retired personnel, as Ulrich has suggested, does not yet exist. Additionally, there is no current joint doctrine on the military profession, nor has acceptable retiree political behavior been a widespread topic of Professional Military Education. Addressing retiree political activity in the above-mentioned ways would go a long way toward spreading and reinforcing the CJCS’s message.

The Problems of a Legal/Regulatory Solution

Commentators on retiree partisan behavior predominantly suggest adherence to an ethical norm as the recommended vehicle for curbing retired GO/FO political endorsements. Additionally, some commentators have discussed a role for law and regulations to play. Upon retirement, military personnel remain subject to the Uniform Code of Military Justice, and they are potentially subject to a range of command disciplinary actions, including no action, administrative action, and courts-martial. However, enforcement or enactment of a law or regulation is not an acceptable way to address retiree partisan activity.

Several authors have suggested that the military can penalize retired GO/FOs for endorsement activity that crosses a legal or regulatory threshold. J. Mackey Ives and Michael Davidson argued that in extraordinary cases, “military jurisdiction might properly be invoked” over retired military officers who “in their capacity as a retired military officer [endorse a political candidate] and while doing so, treat a sitting President, Vice
President, or other person or entity with obvious contempt. The threshold Ives and Davidson described for a military court-martial is extremely high, and as Houghton noted, problematic endorsements such as those associated with the 2016 presidential elections do not reach this level.

Alternatively, Colonel George Smawley suggested that retired GO/FOs could potentially receive administrative reprimands for unethical conduct. Even if the activity met the much lower threshold for an administrative reprimand, however, the military should refrain from taking adverse action against the offending individuals. Adverse action risks public misperception that the military's motive for action is partisan. Instead, key military leaders should address instances of problematic retiree partisan activity by immediate public condemnation in the press. Through the press, key leaders can criticize the officer's behavior in a manner that communicates that the military is not choosing sides, but rather enforcing apolitical standards of behavior as part of the military profession.

**Proposed Course of Action**

Leadership and organizational culture theories serve as useful tools for developing a more effective course of action to curb retiree political endorsements. Kotter's process for leading change is a comprehensive treatment of the problem. Additionally, organizational culture and leadership expert Edgar H. Schein's concept of embedding and reinforcing mechanisms is also a helpful framework for effecting lasting change.

Kotter stated that the first step to create major change is the need to “establish a sense of urgency.” As previously noted, the active duty military has the greatest incentive for change and the greatest ability to effect change due to the CJCS's
authority, access, resources, and opportunity. Consequently, the CJCS must explicitly recognize that retiree political endorsements violate the military’s apolitical nature, and that curbing this unprofessional activity is his responsibility as the steward of the military profession.

After acknowledging the problem and taking ownership, the CJCS can establish a sense of urgency through recognition that the trend of endorsements, in both degree and substance, is becoming increasingly problematic for the profession. The fact that retired GOs publicly declared that the 2016 presidential candidates were unfit to serve as Commander in Chief indicate that a potential crisis exists for the military profession and should prompt the CJCS to take immediate action. Additional concerns should have arisen when President Trump rewarded LTG Flynn, who publicly criticized President Barack Obama and made disparaging comments about Secretary Clinton, with an appointment as his NSA.

After establishing a sense of urgency, according to Kotter’s model, the CJCS must “create a guiding coalition.” As Kotter noted, “a strong guiding coalition is always needed—one with the right composition, level of trust, and shared objective.” In addition to the CJCS, the guiding coalition should include other active duty four-star GO/FOs, influential retired GO/FOs, and senior civilian leaders.

Current conditions appear favorable for the CJCS to form such a coalition. First, as the senior active duty member, the CJCS should be able to influence urgency and conformity within the senior active duty ranks, including the service chiefs and the Geographic and Functional Component Commanders. Second, given their public stances against retiree endorsements during the 2016 campaign, Admiral Mullen and
General Dempsey, powerful members of the retired military community, will likely join the CJCS’s coalition. Third, the CJCS can potentially work with retired General James Mattis, Secretary of Defense in the Trump administration, to influence the opinions of civilian leadership. During military retirement, General Mattis has been a role model for the military professionalism of retired GOs. He did not publicly endorse a candidate during the 2016 election, and according to Ralph Peters, General Mattis was “happy in retirement, studying, helping his fellow Marines, and contributing thoughtfully to our national security behind the scenes.”

To effect change, according to Kotter, the CJCS must also “develop a vision and strategy.” As previously described, Kotter’s effective vision “[clarifies] the general direction for change, . . . motivates people to take action in the right direction, . . . and helps coordinate the actions of different people.” To that end, the following draft vision statement, tailored narrowly to address retiree endorsements, attempts to comport with Kotter’s vision requirements while addressing common counterarguments to restrictions on retiree partisan activity:

Retired military members remain members of the military profession. The public attributes the actions of retired military members, particularly those of general or flag officer rank, to the active component. Retired military members cannot disclaim this association. Consequently, retired military members must not undermine the professional norms of active duty members, including neutrality in politics.

Recently, senior retired military officers have endorsed presidential candidates. Although such conduct is legal, it is contrary to the apolitical nature of the military, undermines healthy civil-military relations, and places the military’s esteem as the
nation’s most trusted institution at risk.\textsuperscript{95} Such conduct cannot continue. However, retired military members can run for political office. In doing so, they effectively step away from their military role.\textsuperscript{96} Furthermore, retired military members can privately educate candidates and the public in nonpartisan ways.\textsuperscript{97} Partisan endorsement, particularly by retired General and Flag officers, is not acceptable.\textsuperscript{98}

Our military culture must change regarding the proper behavior of retired military members. Senior leaders must educate the force at every level through all means available that retired service members remain members of the military profession and must uphold its apolitical tradition.\textsuperscript{99}

After establishing a sensible vision, the next step in Kotter’s model is to communicate the vision effectively.\textsuperscript{100} In doing so, Kotter identified key elements of effective communication, including “simplicity,” “multiple forums,” “repetition,” “leadership by example,” and “explanation of seeming inconsistencies.”\textsuperscript{101}

The vision stated above is a clear, concise statement of where the military needs to go and how to get there, and it conforms to Kotter’s requirement of “simplicity.” By addressing common counterarguments, the statement attempts to address “seeming inconsistencies.” To further communicate the vision, the CJCS and his key leader coalition must repeat the message in multiple forums. The CJCS should start by sending a message to the force in multiple venues, such as a message in Joint Forces Quarterly, stating his vision and expectations for implementation.\textsuperscript{102} The CJCS should also send a service chiefs’ endorsed message to the force, similar to Chairman Dempsey’s February 2, 2015, letter to all service members who served since September 11, 2001, stating his vision and plan for implementation.\textsuperscript{103} In addition to
repeating and supporting the CJCS’s vision, key leaders can take the following actions to support the CJCS’s message:

a. The military should incorporate the CJCS’s vision into training and professional military education (PME) on the military profession at all levels, but particularly at formal education targeting field-grade officers.

b. Building upon ADRP-1, the Department of Defense should develop Joint Doctrine recognizing retirees as members of the military profession and associated standards of behavior, including abstention from political endorsements.\textsuperscript{104}

c. As Ulrich suggested, the military should develop a formalized set of professional norms for retired personnel.\textsuperscript{105}

d. As Barno and Bensahel commented, the CJCS and the service chiefs can send a letter to promotable Colonels, asking them to recognize their responsibilities as members of the military profession during retirement and requiring them to pledge not to engage in partisan endorsements upon retirement.\textsuperscript{106}

e. The Department of Defense should amend visible guidance on ethics, including the DOD Directive on political activities, DODD 1344.10, SOCO guidance on permissible election activities, and the Joint Ethics Regulation consistent with the CJCS’s vision. As previously discussed, these documents should not make endorsement activity punitive, but must make clear that retired GO/FOs should not make political endorsements because they damage the military profession.

f. The CJCS should encourage key retired leaders, such as Admiral Mullen and General Dempsey, to be more vocal on the issue. Perhaps these retired officers can spread their influence through engagement with civilian organizations with high retired
officer membership, such as the Association of the United States Army (AUSA) and The Military Officers Association of America (MOAA).

g. The CJCS should encourage the Secretary of Defense to speak publicly on the issue, and advise Secretary Mattis to take candidates’ views on permissible post-military partisan activity into account when selecting GOs for senior positions.¹⁰⁷

Edgar Schein argued that for change to take root, an organization must develop “mechanisms for culture embedding and reinforcement.”¹⁰⁸ Among Schein’s mechanisms are “what leaders pay attention to,” “leader reactions to critical incidents,” and “deliberate role modeling, teaching, and coaching.”¹⁰⁹ Schein’s mechanisms reaffirm the significance of key leader support and promulgation of the CJCS’s vision for change. The actions described for transmitting the CJCS’s vision, including key leader engagement, doctrine development, and PME, all serve to embed and reinforce the CJCS’s change effort. Significantly, Schein indicated that subordinates not only pay attention to what their leaders react to, but they observe “what . . . does not get reacted to.”¹¹⁰ Consequently, when retirees endorse political candidates, key leaders must condemn the practice publicly and to their subordinates.

Conclusion

The current trend toward partisan advocacy in retired senior flag officer ranks, as Moten and others have noted, threatens the apolitical nature and status of the U.S. military profession.¹¹¹ As Kotter’s model indicated, past efforts to curb retiree endorsements have been unsuccessful due to complacency, key leaders opposing change or remaining silent, and the failure of those seeking change to develop and communicate an effective vision and strategy. Absent a new approach to the problem, the increasingly disturbing trend of retiree endorsements will continue.
The CJCS, as the steward of the military profession, joined by other senior military leaders and key stakeholders beyond the active duty military, must engage in a deliberate, continuous, and holistic effort to change military culture and establish the norm that retired military personnel refrain from partisan campaigning. The highly visible and problematic endorsements of the 2016 presidential election must compel the CJCS with a sense of urgency to address this issue now. With Admiral Mullen and General Dempsey as potential allies in the retirement community, and Secretary Mattis as an ally with civilian leadership, Chairman Dunford has favorable conditions for building an effective coalition of key stakeholders. By developing and communicating an effective vision for change, the CJCS can guide members of the military profession to promote the military’s apolitical nature, foster healthy civil-military relations, and preserve the military’s well-earned trust with civilian leadership and the public.
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